The Right to Disconnect: a Response to One of the Challenges Raised by the Digital Transition?
European and Belgian perspectives

1. Digital technology facilitates communication, is time-saving and provides opportunities for economic growth. It transforms our lives and our social interactions and redefines our private and professional spheres. Digital transition raises a number of issues. A pressing challenge stems from the effects of information and communication technologies (ICT) on working conditions. A portion of the knowledge workers has always been working outside the contractually defined working hours. Even if the work overload varies from one occupation to another, it has become a commonality that the worker’s brain be seldom switched off. Inspiration does not choose the moment when it comes, and if an idea is not immediately grasped (sometimes in the middle of the night), it becomes irretrievable. For a long time, work overflows have been somewhat limited by physical constraints; the limited number of books or files one is able to bring home was a natural limit to the overflow of work in the worker’s private sphere, even though a change had already been observed from the 1980s onwards with the arrival of laptops and the development of telework. Internet, with its many developments, has transformed the world of work. Digital technologies make it possible to relocate work geographically and temporally, thus blurring the natural boundaries to working outside the contractual framework: it is now possible to work anywhere and at any time.

The “home invasion” triggered by new technologies, the lack of discipline in the use of electronic messaging and digital addiction challenge the right to a privacy, the right to rest and the health of the employees. Based on the Fordist model of labour organisation, labour law seems, in some regards, to have been overtaken by events. The issue that arises is whether this law is still able to govern the workers whose place of work and working time are no longer defined as clearly as they were in the past.

I. Minor causes and major effects of a modern calamity

2. Digital technologies not only affect the content of work but the very dynamic of work performance.
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At first glance, digital technologies provide an opportunity to achieve better work-life balance, since workers are able to spatially and temporally reconfigure their work, meaning that, through the use of new technologies, they are no longer imperatively required to execute their tasks in the employer’s premises. In addition, ICTs have produced other positive effects such as the reduction of the travel and commuting time to and from work, entailing a reduction in traffic and CO₂ emissions.

There are, however, drawbacks that stem from the (over)use of ICTs. The underlying cause for these drawbacks is the workers’ constant state of connection. Given that digital devices (PCs, smart phones, tablets) make it possible to be connected anytime and anywhere, workers are able to dedicate small portions of their time, throughout the day, to social media, online payment of personal bills, etc. and answer e-mails in response to superiors and clients, even in the evenings and on week-ends. Several inconveniences result from the omnipresence of work, facilitated by digital technologies. Private and family life invasion by work gave way to “tele-availability”, which places the worker under a quasi-permanent scrutiny of the employer and erases the dividing line between work and rest, the quality of which is diminished. Moreover, tele-availability upsets personal and family relationships. E.g. a corporate executive may negotiate, from a hotel room at a ski resort and via Skype, the amount of a bonus to be given to a collaborator. He may also regularly answer e-mails received during periods of “family vacation”, for the purpose of avoiding having to answer the huge amount of received e-mails on the Monday of his return in the office. This is not all. Due to the inappropriate or excessive use of ICT, workers’ health has become increasingly threatened. Cardio-vascular and musculoskeletal issues have been on the rise, as well as the use of sleeping pills and anxiolytics.


8 Idem, p. 6: “the drawbacks of this trend are also clear. Homeworking can blur the division between work and private life, at the cost of private time.”


It has become quite common that workers suffer from back or shoulder pain, due to the hours spent huddled in front of a computer screen, or that they suffer from epicondylitis, caused by intense use of the computer mouse. However, the most deleterious and frequently signalled effects of hyper-connection are psychosocial in nature: stress and mental overload (sometimes called ‘cognitive overflow syndrome’\textsuperscript{12}), ‘high-tech anxiety’ or ‘techno-stress’,\textsuperscript{13} or even burnout are the result of intensified work efforts and the emergency work culture, characterised by ‘integral immediacy’.\textsuperscript{14} As the ‘Mettling’ Report from 2015, commissioned by the French Minister of Labour, points out, a worker at a meeting does, on average, four things simultaneously: he/she answers texts, makes decisions through e-mail, while listening to what is being said at the meeting and reflecting on it after the latter. This enhances the risk of cognitive and emotional overload, accompanied by a sense of fatigue, agitation, along with an increase of psychosocial troubles, given the number of issues that compete for one’s attention.\textsuperscript{15}

The interconnection between these inconveniences related to digitalization is not fortuitous. The workers’ physical and mental health can, first, be threatened by extremely long work days, as experiences from the 19\textsuperscript{th} century have shown. It is also threatened by the work conditions which generate risk for accidents, stress and professional illnesses. Historically, the law has been a guardian of employees’ health through provisions limiting working hours of women and children (1889)\textsuperscript{16} before the Workers’ Safety and Health Act was adopted ten years later (1899)\textsuperscript{17}. In a similar vein, the EU’s Directive 2003/88 of 4 November 2003 concerning Certain Aspects of the Organisation of Working Time, regulates working time in so far as the stretching of the working hours pose a threat to the workers’ health\textsuperscript{18}.

It follows that the factors that cause and enhance these disturbances of the workers’ private life, rest time and health are numerous and entangled; among them, the freedom provided by ICT, the volume of exchanged information and digital addiction.

3. ICT did, indeed, give rise to a freedom culture, it enhanced the workers’ autonomy in organizing their work and allocating their time. The freedom-enhancing effect of ICT primarily suits the aspirations of white-collar workers. This type of freedom is, however, not the privilege of

\textsuperscript{12} For more detail, see M.-M. Péretié et A. Picault, « Le droit à la déconnexion : une chimère ? Le droit à la déconnexion répond à un besoin de régulation », \textit{Revue de droit du travail}, 2016, pp. 592 et s.
\textsuperscript{13} “The existence of ubiquitous techno-stress is like a soldier in the camp. Even if he is not working his shift, he still feels the stress from intangible sources all the time as along as he is there.” (J. Popma, “The Janus face on the ‘New Ways of Work’. Rise, risks and regulation of nomadic work”, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 10). See also C. Mellner, “After-hours availability expectations, work-related smartphone use during leisure, and psychological detachment. The moderating role of boundary control”, \textit{IJWHM}, vol. 9, No. 2 (2016), pp. 146-164.
\textsuperscript{14} According to the expression by F. Ost, \textit{Déployer le temps. Les conditions de possibilité du temps social}, p. 46, available at: http://www.dhdi.free.fr/recherches/theoriedroit/articles/ostppsoc.htm
\textsuperscript{16} Work of Women and Children Act of 13 December 1889.
\textsuperscript{17} Safety and Health of Workers in Industrial and Commercial Companies Act of 2 July 1899.
\textsuperscript{18} As such, it is unrelated to any concerns on e.g. paid overtime. The legal basis for Directive 2003/88 is Article 153 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, which excludes, in paragraph 5, remuneration from its scope of application (\textit{inter alia} ECJ, 1 December 2005, case C-14/04, \textit{Dellas} ; ECJ, 11 January 2007, case C-437/05, \textit{Vorel} ; ECJ, 4 March 2011, case C-258/10, \textit{Grigore}).
employees such as cashiers, call centre workers, Amazon’s warehouse workers, the workers whose vehicles and parcels they transport are equipped with track and trace devices, allowing one to trace their whereabouts at all times; for these employees, digital technologies usually translate to intensified monitoring from superiors and reduced autonomy in their work performance. Alternatively, for the employees whose activities include knowledge and creativity - engineers, consultants, computer scientists, lawyers, economists etc. - ICT undoubtedly offers opportunities for a flexible organisation of their working time and the striking of a greater balance between professional and personal duties. The result, however, is that the workers are permanently available online, they answer work-related e-mails already at breakfast, only to connect for the last time right before going to bed. The work day is thus stretched out, interspersed with private occupations, which are in turn interrupted by digital connection times for professional reasons.

The autonomy that ICT provide also suits young workers, in particular those of ‘Generation Y’ or ‘Millenials’, also called ‘digital natives’, born between 1980 and 2000 i.e. in an already digitalized world. Having grown up with Internet, these workers live in a constant state of connection and are prone to ATAWAD (any time, anywhere and any device) communication. In addition, they do not appear to be accustomed to formal authority, which is one of the essential traits of an employment contract.

The ICT-related freedom is further reinforced by BYOD (Bring your own device) which translates to the use, for professional purposes, of the worker’s own digital devices (smartphone, PC, digital watch, etc.). This is of interest to both the employee and the company. The former uses devices that he/she is familiar with and that are, often, more sophisticated that those that the employer could provide, so that the worker is more productive. He/she is constantly reachable on his/her phone number, which serves both personal and professional purposes. Once back home, the worker has all the necessary devices that allow him/her to pursue work at home. At the office, the worker can be regularly logged on his social media, answer personal messages or follow the news through his/her technological jewels. The disadvantages of this practice are not non-existent: increased risk of information hacking, particularly if the worker safeguards sensitive data in clouds; risk of information leakage, namely in case of theft of his/her smartphone or data interception information when using public WIFI terminals; difficulty in legally justifying that an employer access the content safeguarded on the worker’s PC in order to control the loyal performance and to protect his sensitive data; risk for the employee to
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answer all the questions that reach him once he has returned home and to be overwhelmed by the extra work.

ICT also reinforces the method of management by objectives. The workers are assigned a goal to be achieved in a given deadline. They are left to independently decide on the allocation of the working periods and the means to achieving the assigned goal. Although, legally, the workers are bound by an obligation of means, ICT gives rise to an obligation of result.\(^{23}\) The number of hours spent working is no longer counted; what matters is the attaining of the assigned goal which naturally leads the workers – as their remuneration and work progress depend on it – to use their free time and the digital devices at their disposal, to make work progress\(^{24}\).

4. Another pernicious factor resulting from ICT use is the remarkably large volume of information exchanged at the work place. According to the findings in a study performed by the Radicati Group, a worker exchanged about 125 e-mails per day (95 received, 30 sent).\(^{25}\)

Information overload, called ‘infobesity’ by some sociologists\(^{26}\), is becoming oppressive for the workers, faced with an acceleration of expected response time,\(^{27}\) - as they consider themselves obliged to read, assess and give quick answers to received mail - and are unable to prioritize, through distinguishing urgent from important messages. Workers thus fall in the temptation to answer without delay their work e-mails from fear of being overwhelmed\(^{28}\).

They are victims but also aggressors as some become “compulsive mailers, obsessed with ‘answering to all’”\(^{29}\).

5. Finally, this state of information overdose may stem from the difficulty, or the incapacity, of the worker to operate otherwise. A worker competes with co-workers\(^{30}\) who are constantly
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\(^{27}\) B. METTLING, *Transformation numérique et vie au travail*, op. cit., p. 31.

\(^{28}\) J.-E. RAY, « Vie professionnelle, vie personnelle et TIC », *Droit social*, 2010, p. 44 seq.


\(^{30}\) “ Peer pressure, negative stigmatization, technology fatigue, the network scale effect, a sense of (dis)empowerment, the need for socio-economic security, or the distress over violating personal and professional relationships, for example, are seen to play a role in both people’s engagement with and disengagement from digital technologies. Complicating matters even further, people’s disengagement from technology is rarely total, but often situational, specific to the medium (e.g. one may opt out of using a cell
available and have the habit of answering their e-mails at 11 p.m. or while on vacation, even though they are not formally required to do so. The major underlying cause for such behaviour is digital addiction: workers do not manage to disconnect, perhaps because they suffer from what is known as FOMO (Fear of missing out), “a form of social anxiety that triggers an obsessive approach to means of professional communication.” Consequently, it is no longer needed for the employer to provide such instructions in order for tasks to be performed at any time.

Quite subtly, subordination dissolves. The worker who, during his leisure time, consults his work e-mail only to spend time or because he cannot help it and answers e-mails that do not require a great deal of concentration “because it does not bother him”, does he still perform work in a subordinate state? One is reluctant to include such activity in working time; can we even still talk about work?

In a digitalized context, the traditional markers of work, within the meaning of labour law, are slowly being erased...

II. The legal treatment of a modern pathology

6. In light of the above mentioned excesses and dysfunctionalities, the ILO points to the need to establish a right to digitally disconnect. One must wonder if labour law is apt to grasp the situation of workers whose work place and working time are no longer clearly defined. We shall focus on two aspects in particular: the Belgian and European provisions on working time and rest time (A) and on well-being at work (B).

A. Provisions on working time and rest time

7. In labour law, time is sequenced: working time and rest time follow one another in binary rhythm. Any period that is not working time is rest time. This concept of working time is found in Directive 2003/88, which regulates working time in relation to the threats to the workers’
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31 B. METTLING, Transformation numérique et vie au travail, op. cit., p. 35.
health. By virtue of this Directive, Member States are required to take the necessary measures to ensure that the weekly working time does not exceed 48 hours and that any worker is entitled to 11 hours' daily rest period, and a weekly rest period of 24 hours in addition to the 11 hours of daily rest. Derogations are allowed under the Directive, “with due regard for the general principles of the protection of the safety and health of workers”. Member States are held to require from employers “to set up a system enabling the duration of time worked each day by each worker to be measured in order to ensure effective compliance with maximum weekly working time and minimum daily and weekly rest periods”.

The Belgian Working Time Act (16 March 1971) limits the daily and weekly working time i.e. the period during which the worker is available to the employer. The duration of the services provided by the worker should be of a minimum of three hours each and, for every 24h period, the worker is entitled to rest for 11 consecutive hours between two work periods. Sunday work and night work are, in principle, prohibited although a number of derogations are allowed.

The absence of working time restrictions, as a consequence of digitalisation, challenges the cited provisions. The hyper-connected worker’s activities go beyond the legally defined frame. The worker is available to the employer at all times, except when asleep. The minimal rest periods are regularly interrupted by work activities and each such interruption should, in principle, give way to an 11-hour rest period which is, in turn, likely to be intercepted by work. The aspirations for greater autonomy of some workers during their working hours and those of their employers to communicate with the employees without any time restrictions are incompatible with the current state of the law, which does not legally classify the short or “inoffensive” interruptions of the rest periods. In order for these to be regulated, the relevant legal provisions would have to be revised. Such changes to the minimum daily rest periods should either fall within the exhaustive list of derogations, set out in Article 17 of Directive 2003/88, or be made by a collective agreement, since Article 18 of this Directive reserves to the social partners the power to derogate to from Article 3 on daily rest. For such a collective agreement to be validly concluded, it must be expressly empowered by law; should this not be the case, this collective agreement would be in conflict with the imperative provisions of the Working Time Act.

8. Directive 2019/1158 on Work-Life Balance lays down minimum requirements for achieving greater equality between men and women, by facilitating and reconciliation of work and family life. Parents and carers have the right to suitable leave, flexible working arrangements and access to care services. However, the personal scope of application of Directive 2019/1158 is limited to parents and carers. Furthermore, it does not set out rules from which a right to disconnection could be derived.

36 Art. 17 seq.
39 The same reasoning can be applied to Article 5 on weekly rest.
9. The legal framework on telework\(^{40}\) appears to be ill-adapted to regulating the interruptions of the workers’ rest periods. This framework was evidently not intended to govern such cases; it rather addresses employees who work from home for one or several days per week.

The point that raises some difficulty is not the hour-counting of scheduled telework, as the latter is determined through an agreement exchanged between the parties indicating its frequency, the times at which it is held.\(^{41}\) The difficulty rather stems from the repeated connecting made outside of the working hours, however short or long, and which does not – or no longer – only concern executives and CEOs.

The redefining of the concept of working time and of the methods of measuring “workload” - a new legal concept which seeks to replace that of working time for certain employees - may be an avenue worth exploring by the social partners and policy makers. In a context of intensified work brought about by digitalisation, management by objectives and increased autonomy of the workers are such that working time is no longer always an adequate instrument for measuring the employees’ workload.\(^{42}\) Yet, the workload, whether physical, mental or psychological, influences the quality of life, work performance and worker’s well-being.

B. Prevention of psycho-social overload

10. The European provisions on health and safety at work are of little help in combating the phenomenon of hyper-connection. Directive 89/391 on the Introduction of Measures to Encourage Improvements in the Safety and Health of Workers at Work establishes the general principles concerning the protection of safety and health, as well as general guidelines for the implementation of these principles. In 1990, the individual Directive 90/270 on Identification and Prevention of Risks related to Work on Screen Display Equipment was enacted on the basis of Article 16(1) of Directive 89/391. However, it is not the aim of this Directive to regulate the hyper-connection of workers.

11. Big corporations did not rely on legislative intervention in order to take measures aimed at reducing the psycho-social load triggered by the infobesity phenomenon. They drafted charters designed to restrict connections beyond a certain hour on work days, or during week-ends and vacations. The content of these charters varies: some contain e-mail-free days; automatic
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\(^{40}\) Regular telework is governed by the collective agreement no. 85, of 9 November 2005, concerning telework, made compulsory by a Royal Decree of 13 June 2006, implementing the European Framework Agreement on Telework of 16 July 2002. Occasional telework is the subject of Articles 22 seq. of the Feasible and Manageable Work Act of 5 March 2017.


\(^{42}\) B. METTLING, Transformation numérique et vie au travail, op. cit., pp. 18-20, 33-34 and 53.
disconnecting after a certain hour; deletion of e-mails sent to workers while they are on vacation; etc.\footnote{For example, in Germany at Daimler (http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-28786117; http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2725228/No-office-Staff-German-car-giant-Daimler-incoming-emails-automatically-deleted-time-guarantee-peaceful-holidays.html) or at Volkswagen (https://www.challenges.fr/entreprise/volkswagen-bannit-les-e-mails-pro-apres-le-boulot_424).}

For its part, in 2019, the Luxembourg Court of Appeal recognized the right to disconnect, by stating that a worker had a right to disconnect when on vacation.\footnote{Court of Appeal of Luxembourg, 2 May 2019, case No. 45230, Infos juridiques de la Chambre des salariés Luxembourg, No. 5/2019, p. 1.}

In order to vanquish the “digital addiction”\footnote{J.-E. Ray, « Vie professionnelle, vie personnelle et TIC », \textit{op. cit.}} and the over-engagement culture, would the proclamation of a right to disconnect in a legal provision be of any added value?

\section*{12.}
Proclaiming such a right was the route chosen in France where, in October 2016, a legal provision recognized the right to disconnection,\footnote{Act of 8 August 2016 relating to work, the modernisation of social dialogue and the securing of professional careers (known as the “El Khomri Act”). See C. Froin, « L’entreprise face au numérique : incidences de la loi Travail et de la loi pour une république numérique », \textit{Gaz. Pal.}, 2017, No. 10, pp. 81 seq.} articulated around collective negotiation. French law requires companies of a certain size to annually meet with workers’ representatives in order to negotiate the quality of their work life. In view of separating working time from rest time, this negotiation must include “the modalities of the full exercise, by the worker, of his/her right to disconnect and the establishment of regulatory provisions on the use of digital devices.” If an agreement is not reached, the employer is required to elaborate the conditions for the exercise of the right to disconnect and set out, in favour of the workers and their superiors, “training programs and raise awareness on the reasonable use of digital devices.”\footnote{Article L2242-17 of the French Labour Code, as amended by the ordinance No. 2017-1385 of 22 September 2017.} This is a right, which the employee may or may not assert, the effectiveness of which is not guaranteed by any particular provision\footnote{It is, in other words, a ‘right to, without real substance’ (L. Gratton, « Révolution numérique et négociation collective », \textit{op. cit.}).} – at least not yet – and the purpose of which is to make up for the ineffectiveness of another right, \textit{i.e.} the right to rest.\footnote{T. Dailler, « L’émergence du droit à la déconnexion en droit du travail », \textit{Petites Affiches}, 1er mars 2017, No. 43, pp. 3 and 4 ; C. Mathieu, « Le droit à la déconnexion : une chimère ? Pas de droit à la déconnexion (du salarié) sans devoir de déconnexion (de l’employeur) », \textit{Revue de droit du travail}, 2016, pp. 592 seq.}

\section*{13.}
French law has inspired legislators in other countries\footnote{See also C. W. Von Bergen, M. S. Bressler and T.L. Proctor, “On the Grid 24/7/365 and the Right to Disconnect”, \textit{Employee Relations Law Journal}, vol. 45, No. 2 (2019), pp. 3-20.}, notably Italy and Belgium. In Italy, Law No. 81/2017 introduces a right to disconnect but is limited to “smart workers” (\textit{lavoratori agile}).
The protection designed by this law is based on an individual agreement between workers and employers. The right to disconnect may be implemented by collective agreements. In Belgium, a first law proposal, also inspired by the French law, was presented to the Chamber in December 2016. This proposal is based on the Well-Being at Work Act (1996). It aims to establish a coordinated experimentation, on a national level, on the proper use of e-mails. It also aims to encourage companies to pursue studies based on the results of this experimentation for the purpose of drafting company charters on the exercise of the right to disconnect. By virtue of the law proposal, a company would be required to regulate the use of digital devices, in view of guaranteeing the effective exercise of the right to rest and private and family life. The discussion would be conducted within the Committee for Prevention and Protection at Work. Should this entity fail to reach an agreement, the employer would make a unilateral decision. In the absence of such a Committee, a charter would be negotiated, by the employer, with Union representatives and, should this not be the case, directly with the workers; a power of reconciliation would be given to the Labour Inspectorate in charge of monitoring the application of the Well-Being at Work Act (1996); the employer would preserve the power of unilateral decision within this framework.

The law proposal had the merit of opening the debate and bringing attention on the phenomenon of hyper-connexion. It probably would have benefitted from more clarity and precision in some regards. The main objection that can be addressed is that the law proposal excludes from its personal scope of application management and trusted personnel, who are the first to be affected by digital intoxication. If it is a question of increasing the well-being of employees oppressed by quasi-permanent connectivity—and executives are listed at the top of the list of victims of the phenomenon by the proposal—it would have, no doubt, been helpful if the reflection had concerned all members of staff, including sales representatives, executive secretaries, engineers etc., so that they can reclaim their free time and better preserve their mental health.

Thereafter, the Minister of Labour declared that he would also like to include, in Belgian labour law, the right to disconnect. Articles 16 and 17 of the Reinforcement of Economic Growth Act (26 March 2018) fall far short of the stated objective. Given that the scope of the cited Articles is limited to the companies included in the scope of application of the Collective Agreements and Joint Committees Act (1968) (i.e. mainly private sector companies), the cited Articles merely encourage employers to adopt what the Minister of Labour called a “good staff policy.” In light of the reluctance to proclaim a right to disconnect, the Minister opted for a “right to discuss on
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the matter” within a “forum par excellence” for this purpose, the Committee for Prevention and Protection at Work (or, in the absence thereof, a Union delegation, or directly the workers themselves, in the order set out in Articles 52 and 53 of Well-Being at Work Act), at a pace to be set according to “the needs of each company.” In this context, as per Article 16 of Reinforcement of Economic Growth (2018), employers are encouraged to set up a concertation within the Committee for Prevention and Protection at Work, on the topic of “disconnection and the use of digital devices”, at “regular intervals”, at the request of staff representatives. No further detail is given. The workers’ representatives are allowed to make proposals and give recommendations, based on this concertation. The agreements reached as a result may, according to the Reinforcement of Economic Growth Act, be incorporated in the working rules or take the form of a collective agreement.55

The goal of the cited Act is, on the one hand, to guarantee “the observance of rest periods, annual leave and other leaves” and, on the other hand, “to fight against excessive stress at work and burn out.” However, by choosing not to enshrine these provisions in Working Time Act, the Belgian legislator extended the personal scope of application of the latter to, namely, members of management and trusted staff members. By choosing not to enshrine them into Well-Being at Work Act, the legislator avoided the enforcement of executive measures, destined to ensure the effectiveness of this Act.56

With a preference to leave it to the companies to decide on the recognition and enforcement of a right to disconnect through the exercise of their freedom of enterprise, this Act does not have a great chance at regulating hyper-connexion. The new provisions are more akin to a basic, Human Resources management recommendation than to a binding law. These provisions rather appear as the result of a “legislative exorcism, implying [...] that the law has an incantatory value.”59

15. At the European level, there is currently no specific Union legislation on the worker’s right to disconnect from digital tools. However, on 23 June 2020, the social partners have concluded a European Framework Agreement on Digitalisation, which includes arrangements for connecting and disconnecting; the Framework Agreement provides for the social partners to take implementation measures within the next three years. On 21 January 2021, the European Parliament passed a Resolution with recommendation to the Commission on the right to disconnect60. Recital H states that: “the right to disconnect is a fundamental right which is an

55 « It may be desirable that certain agreements on disconnection or the use of digital means of communication be laid down in a CLA or in the working rules » (emphasis added) (Ibid.).
56 Namely, Article 128 of the Social Penal Code.
58 In so far as law is understood as a desire the fulfilment of which is encouraged through the use of threats (of punishment). See L. FRANÇOIS, Le problème de la définition du droit, Liège, Faculté de droit, 1978.
60 Resolution of 21 January 2021 with recommendations to the Commission on the right to disconnect (2019/2181(INL)).
inseparable part of the new working patterns in the new digital era; that right should be seen as an important social policy instrument at Union level to ensure protection of the rights of all workers”; “disconnect” means “not to engage in work-related activities or communications by means of digital tools, directly or indirectly, outside working time”. The European Parliament calls on the Commission to put forward – after the end of the three-years implementation period of the Framework Agreement – a proposal for a Union directive on minimum standards and conditions to ensure that workers are able to effectively exercise their right to disconnect (n° 13). It includes that co-workers should refrain from contacting their colleagues outside the agreed working hours for work purposes (n° 20). It also includes that workers who invoke their right to disconnect are protected from negative repercussions (n° 22). The recommendation provides for that “The practical arrangements […] should be […] agreed by the social partners by means of collective agreement or at the level of the employer undertaking”.

However, this Resolution is limited to the disconnection after working time. It doesn’t cover the disconnection during working time.

16. To envision disconnection through the prism of the separation between periods of work and periods of rest would be reductionist. The right to disconnect should be examined, not only outside, but also within the working time:61 how to set up periods during which workers could work while being disconnected, how to allow them to not feel obliged to answer phone calls or e-mails, while they sit in Executive Board meeting, etc.? In other words, how to humanize work so that the worker be freed from digitalisation and its emergencies?62 The right to health is important for all workers. All of them, should, therefore be able to press the ‘off’ button.

From this perspective, the Reinforcement of Economic Growth Act is, no doubt, less efficient than the provisions of the Code on Well-Being at Work and the Well-Being at Work Act. Article 32/1 of the latter defines the psycho-social risks at work such as “the likelihood that one or more workers will suffer psychological, which may also be accompanied by physical harm, as a result of exposure to components of work organisation, work content, working conditions, living conditions at work and interpersonal relations at work, on which the employer has an impact and which objectively entail a danger.”63 The key element is the organisation of work.64 The employer has the obligation to identify situations that entail certain risks, as well as to assess them, while taking into account, namely, causes of stress, of burnout, triggered by the workload or of mental harassment.65 The employer shall then take the necessary measures to prevent these situations, prevent damage or limit them.66 When appropriate, the employer shall carry

63 Art. 32/1 of the Well-Being at Work Act of 4 August 1996.
65 Art. 32/2, § 1er, of the Well-Being at Work Act of 4 August 1996.
66 Art. 32/2, § 2, of the Well-Being at Work Act of 4 August 1996.
out an analysis of the specific risks in view of preventing, eliminating or limiting these specific risks, and the consequences thereof.\textsuperscript{67}

The information overload is one of these risks; stress, burnout and digital harassment are included in the mental harm category.

Given that the employer is required to take preventive measures against psycho-social risks, it may be expected that he enforces a policy destined to fight against mental oppression stemming from the digital omnipresence; that he investigates on the possibility and the feasibility of setting up organized disconnection, whether this be legally required or not,\textsuperscript{68} and raise staff awareness as regards the reasonable use of digital devices. The absence of such actions would be considered a failure to meet a general obligation of security that the employer must fulfil, as well as a failure to meet specific obligations related to the assessment and prevention of psycho-social risks.

As regards Article 6 of the Well-Being at Work Act, the workers are required to monitor the health of their co-workers, in accordance with the instructions given by the employer. They should, \textit{inter alia}, make proper use of their work material such as digital devices and e-mail services and, of course, refrain from harassing their co-workers. The compliance with the rules of digital courtesy is an integral part of these obligations. It is for the employer to define them, to train the staff on them and to monitor their observance.

Finally, along the lines of collective labour agreement No 100 relative to the Implementation of an Alcohol and Drug Policy, one may imagine that companies could be given an explicit obligation to adopt a policy to prevent and remedy dysfunctions at work due to digital addiction. Such a policy could be negotiated with employees’ representatives or, in the absence of such representatives, with employees directly. The formal working rules could include such measures.\textsuperscript{69} The idea would be to both educate staff in digital courtesy, through the adoption of a code of good practices as regards, namely, compulsive electronic correspondence and to develop a learning to disconnection. Such a learning would be doubly beneficial, since it would concern disconnection as such on the one hand, and would deploy its effects in both professional and personal environment on the other hand; indeed, most of the time, digital addiction is an inseparable whole, like alcoholism or drug use.

\textsuperscript{67} Art. 32/2, § 4, of the Well-Being at Work Act of 4 August 1996.


\textsuperscript{69} A similar invitation was made in a law proposal, presented in 2012 to the Senate (Law proposal on the use of new information and communication technologies in industrial relations, \textit{Doc. Parl.} 2011-2012, No. 5-1525/1) and to the Chamber, in 2014 (\textit{Doc. Parl.}, Chambre, session extr. 2014, No. 54-130). One of its merits is that it is aimed at workers in both the private and public sectors. The proposal is, however, too succinct in its present form.
Conclusion

17. The digital transition has blurred the spatial and temporal boundaries of work. The hyper-connection of employees calls for new regulatory responses which, without deconstructing labour law, would be better adapted to life in modern society.

The rules on working hours and the respect thereof are, in fact, based on the industrial work model. They are ill-suited for various modern forms of work organisation, particularly those linked to the intensive use of digital devices. Under the current legal framework, many, albeit not all, workers have the legal tools to disconnect once they have left their place of work. However, practice shows that the efficiency and effectiveness of these legal tools are somewhat frayed. The employees most exposed to digital invasion are precisely those who are not protected by the Working Time Act. Is it therefore necessary to go as far as the express legal proclamation of a right to disconnect? This is not the option chosen by Belgian law. In any case, if the proclamation of such a right is not accompanied by measures that would ensure its effectiveness, this proclamation would be merely symbolic: it is, then, better to turn to the standard law on well-being at work, which can be more usefully exploited in order to contribute to the improvement of the quality of one’s work life in a more satisfactory way.

Nevertheless, the right to escape digital invasion must not be limited to the right to cut oneself off from one’s professional world once the work day is over; it must also be considered during working hours in view of protecting the workers against information overload and allowing them to preserve the quality of life at work and their overall psycho-social well-being.
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